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Abstract 
In a class hierarchy, a “role set” is t,he set of classes 
where an object may reside simultaneously. A “mi- 
gration pattern” is a sequence of role sets. A “mi- 
gration inventory,” which is a set, of migrat,ion pat- 
terns, is viewed as a dynamic const,raintm on ohjrct 
migration. A set of transact ious is “sound” wrt a11 
inventory if it. generates only pat.t.t~rns in the invrn- 

tory; “complete” if all pat,terns in the invent,ory can 
be generated. An initial stucly on characterizing mi- 
gration inventories of transact,ions is presented. Three 
update languages are considered: SL which contains 
five operat,ors, CSL+ which ext rn(ls SL wit.h posit.ivc 

conditionals, and CSL which allows hot,h positive and 
negative condit.ionals. Four kinds of invent.orics are 
studied based on ln~znrss and znj~~,rtl~ntr s/art. It is 
shown that inventories produced by SL t,ransactions 
are regular and every regular inventory can be gener- 
ated by SL transactions. Soundness and complet,eness 
for SL t,ransactions are decidahlt3. lnvc\llt,orics gpnrr- 
ated by CSL (CSL+) t,ra.nsactions arc r.e‘. and every 
r.e. inventory can be generat,rd by (:SL+ (CSL) trans- 
a.ctions under nonimmediate st,art,. It is also show t,hat, 
every r.e. immediate-start invent,ory can be obtained 
by a left quotient, of t,he invent,ory of CSL+ (CSL) 
transactions hy a regular seb. The exact, charact#eri- 
zat.ions are open. However, cvrry contrxl-frcr srt can 
be generat,ed. Soundness and rmllplPt~enms for ($1, 

(CSL+) t,ransa.ctions are undecidahlr. 

1 Introduction 

Dat,abasc applica.tions arp brcotning lnorP a.nd mow 

complex. Techniques to n~odrl, organize s.nd ma.nip- 

ulate behaviors, and to incorporat,P behaviors into 
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databases in a systematic way are increasingly de- 
sired. The growing popularity of OODBs haa evi- 
denced this trend. Important work on dynamic && 
pects of databases includes practically-oriented re- 
search on behavior modeling and transaction design 
[RroSl, MBW80, BR84, KM85, NCL+87, BMSW891, 
encapsulating behaviors and structural data, (e.g., 
[CM84]); and t,hcoretical studies on transactions as 
specificat,ion languages [AV89, AV88], and dynamic 
constraints [Via87, Via88]. Previous studies on mod- 
eling database behaviors can be roughly categorized 
int,o t,wo approaches. One is to use behavioral con- 
struct,s to describe semant(ic information in a way sim- 
ilar t.o t.he 11s~ of data. constructs in modeling struc- 
tural data. Examples are the transaction composition 
operators [BroRl, BR84], the inflow schemas of IN- 
SYDE [KM85], and the scriptsin TAXIS [MBWSO, 
NCL+87]. The other is to specify database behav- 
iors using ‘(dynamic constraints.” Temporal logic is 
a typical example of this approach [CF84, dCCF82]. 
In t.his paper; we study the interrelationships between 
dynamic constfraints, transaction languages and be- 
havior modeling primitives. 

In an object-oriented database, an object belong- 
ing to a class can be also viewed aa playing a role of 
t.hat class [Sci89]. It is natural to allow objects to dy- 
namically change their roles. For examples, a Ph.D. 
st.udcnt, must, t.o go through “pre-screening,” “post- 
screening,” “candidate” stages in the specified order 
to obtain a doctorate degree; a plane may be in dif- 
ferent, status, but it can never get into the “flying” 
state directly from being at a “repair depot.” Cur- 
rently, there are some proposals for systems to support 
such “object migration” [Sci89, PerSO, DLQO, RS91]. 
In this paper, we initiate a theoretical investigation 
on object migration. Specifically, we consider “mi- 
gration patterns” as a new type of dynamic con- 
straints which specify the “good” sequences of states 
that a database object can possibly live through. 
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These const’raints are similar t,o “path expressions” 

[CH74, AS83], 1 1 wlici is used to cmt.rol conrumnt 

operations. We focus on the problems of character- 

izing migration patterns of transacf,ions and t,esting 
(in)consistency of t,ra.nsact,ions and a set. of migrat,ion 

patterns. The framework and techniques developed 
here can provide part of t,hc hn.sis for type checking of 

dynamic ~.yp~‘s on t.ra.nsa.ctiolls [fl.I!)O], I r;rlls;lct,itrtl (if>- 

sign [RR&I, IiM85, BMSCE‘B!)]. ant1 I.hc stlltly of nlct,h- 

ods in OODBs. They lead t.o a n(‘w virw of behavior 
specifications and dyna.nlic const r;l.il\ts which cxr,cAnds 
the work in [AV89, AV88, Via87, Via88]. 

We consider a simple sema.nt.ic data model, which 

contrains class hierarchies and af#I,rihnt,rs ranging over 
print,ahla va.lues. The n~odrl ran 1)~ vic\woc-I a.~ A prq)m 

subset of many semantic inodrls (lF’O, SDhl, C;SI11. 

etc.) [HK87]. I n a class hierarchy, an object can br- 
long to several glasses silnultanc!olrsly and object.8 ca.n 
migrate between classes. The set. of classes in which a 
object lives a.t. a time instant if a rolf SPY. A migmfion 

paliern is a sequence of role sets. A mtgrnfiol7 ZP~- 
t~rn.foy is a set. of migration pal lr’rtis wliicli is rlosfd 

under taking prefixes. A set of transactions (possi- 

bly with parameters) is sound with rrsprt, t#o (wrt) a 

migration inventory if it producrs only migration pat.- 
terns in the inventory; it is conlylrie if it can produce 
all patterns in the inventory. The problems studied 
here arca (1) wht?t.lvr a givc‘n set of traIlsact ions (wit II 

pnrameI,f;rs) is sound a.ntl/or co~i~pl~lf~ wrl a niigi-il(.ican 
inventory; (2) flxpressivenc\ss of 1,r;i.lihac1 ion li\~~gl~;ig(‘s 

in terms of migration invcnt.orirs that transar~.ions ca.n 
produce; and finally (3) expressiveness of a behavior 
modeling construct in which transact’ions are ordered, 

similar to inflow schema and script.s. 

Three transaction langua.ges are studird hrrr: SL 

which cont.ains five atomic ope>rationa: crrxat.e, drlctc. 

modify, generalize, and specializr; C:SI,+ which il; ST, 

extended wit.11 condit,ionals having positive t,cst, condi- 
tions; and CSL in which t,est# condit,ions may be nega- 
tive. The languages extend t.he relational language of 
[AV89] t,o incorporate object,s. The ma.jor difference is 
t,hat our languages allow object-hasrtl manipulations. 

We study four kinds of migrat,ion pat.t.ern, hasrd 

on two independent, fact,ors: laziness or not’, ~mm~di- 

ate or delay s/art. A lazy pa,ttcrn “discards” consec- 

utively repea,ted role sets, i.e., it “records” only when 

an object migrates to a different) role set. The idea of 
“immediate st,art” is to focus only on pa.ttt#erns in which 

objects are crcat,ed a.t t hc first, sl,rp starling front the 

enipt,y da.l,abasc~. I’hc following rc~sulls art> oi)t ainc~(l. 

For t,he la.ngua.gc SI,, the set. of llrigrat,ion pa.l.tcrns gcll- 

erated by a given finite set. of Sl, transact.ions is always 
a regular language under each kind of pattern. As a 
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consequence, it, is decidable whether it is sound and/or 

complP1.e wrt a given migrat,ion inventory. Conversely, 

for ea.ch regular migration inventory there is a set of 

SL transactions which is both sound and complete 
wrt it. For the extended languages, the set of mi- 
gration patterns generated by a finite set of CSL (and 
hence CSI,+) transactions is recursively enumerable 
(r,r.) under each kind of pat,tern. When consider- 
ing delay-st,art, pat,terns (la.zy or non-lazy), wrt each 
r.e:. migra.tion inventory, there is a finite set of CSL+ 
(CSL) transactions which is both sound and complete. 
When considering immediate-start patterns (lazy or 
nonlazy), every r.e. migration inventory is a left quo- 
t,iant of the set of migration patterns generated by 
some set, of CSl,+ (CSL) transactions by a regular 
srt. In other words, each pattern can be generated 
with a padding. If padding is not allowed, the exact 
chara.cterizations for immediate-start patterns of CSL 
and CSL+ transactions are still open. However, it 
is shown that every context-free language of role sets 
can be generated by some CSL (or CSL+) transac- 
tions wit,h immediate-start patterns. Consequently, it. 

is not dPcidrrble whether a set, of transactions is sound 

(or complete) wrt, a migration inventory. Finally, we 
apply the obtained results and techniques to analyzing 
a behavior modeling construct similar to transaction 

design methodologies of [KM85, NCL’87, BMSW89]. 
The construct, imposes a. (precedence) relation on the 
t ransa.rt,ions so t,ha.t. only sequences of transactions de- 
finctl I)y t hfl rc>lal ion can he rxecuted. It is shown that, 
tllis comt,rltct, does not yield richer expressiveness in 

l.erms of migration patterns. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 in- 

troduces the simple semantic model and the language 

SL. The formal notion of migration patterns is given 

in Section 3, and the characterization of SL trans- 

art ions is provided. In Section 4, the two extensions 

(.:SL+ and CSL are informally defined, and the results 

concerning t,hem are presented. The application of the 
techniques is discussed in Section 5. Due to space lim- 
itat,ion,. many detailed proofs and formal definitions 
are omitted. 

2 Preliminaries 

In this section we introduce a semantic data model 

and an upda.t.e language used in the paper. We begin 
wit,h the following definitions. 

I,14 G = (V, E) h e a directed graph, where V is a 
(finit,e) sef. of vertices and E 2 V x V a set of edges. 
A pair of vertices in V is weakly connected if there is 

an undirected path between them. A subgraph of G is 
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EMPLOYEE 

GRAD-ASSIST 

Figure 1: A Database Schema D 

we&y connrc2ed if vertices are pairwise weakly con- 
nected and not, weakly connected t.o any ot,her vcrt,iccs 
in G. 

A graph G is a specialitdion-graph if it is acyclic 
and for each pair of weakly connected vertices u, 11, 
there exists a vertex w which has directed paths from 
both u and u. Intuitively, a specinlizat,ion graph con- 
sists of several weakly-connc>ct,ecl conlponcnt,s and each 
component has a single root whirh has direct,4 pnt,hs 
from all other vertices in the component,. This nobion 
is motivated by ISA rules of IF0 schemas [AII87]. 

For the formal development, we assume the exis- 
tence of the following pairwise disjoint. and countably 
infinite sets: 

l U = {a, b, c, . ..) of cons2ntals; 

l C = {P, Q, R., ,..I of class uames; 

l A = {A, B, C, . ..) of allribute names; 

l Cl= {01,02,03, ,..} of abstract objects, with a to- 
tal ordering <o such that oi <o oj iff i < j; 

l V = {z, y, z, . ..} of variables. 

Definition: A ( semantic) dnfabasc schema is a t.riplr 
D = (C, isa, A), where: 

1. C E C is a finite set of class names; 

2. isa C C x C such t,hat (C, isa) is a specialization- 
graph. The reflexive and transit.ive closure of isa 
is denot)ed by isa* ; 

3.A:C - powerset’” is a. total mapping such 
that A(P) n A(Q) = 0 whenever P # Q. (This 
restriction is included for technical simplicity.) 

Int,uitively, a database schema consists of a set, of 
classes, subclass relationships, a.nd a.tt,ribut,es which 
range over U. Due t.o itllrrii;~tIcr. t IW set. of all at,- 

tributes defined on class I’ is t.hr set. A*(P) = { ,4 1 
39, P isa’ Q A A E A(Q)}. 

(b) a ia shown by the following table8 

01 
02 

03 04 
OS 

3302 
3690 

Lmw!es 

6% 

Dg;‘t’hd 

Chris 
0067 Michelle _ 

m I %o-Appomt 
I 49% 

Figure 2: An Instance d = (0, a, 06) 

Notation: Let D = (C,isa,A) be a schema. A 
class P E C is an isa-root if there does not exist a 
Q E C, P isa Q. 

Definition: A (daiabase) instance of a database 
schema D = (C, isa, A) is a triple d = (0, a, o), where 

1.0 : c - powerset?” such that o(P) C o(Q) 
if P isa Q, and o(P) rl o(Q) = 0 if P, Q are not 
weakly connected; 

2. a: U,,c(o(P) x A(P)) + U is a total mapping; 
3. o E 0 such that tlP,o’, if o’ E o(P) then o’ <O o. 

The set of all instances of D is denoted by insl(D). 

Intuitively, the mapping o assigns to a class a set 
of abstract objects, a specifies a value for each object 
and each appropriate attribute, and the object o is the 
next object to be used when objects are created into 
the database. In our model, each object in 0 can be 
“created” into a database at most once. 

Example 2.1: A schema and its instance are shown 
in Figures 1 and 2. 0 

We now briefly introduce the manipulation lan- 
guage SL. The language extends the transaction lan- 
guage of [AV89] to incorporate objects and their ma 
nipula.tions. There are two major differences: (1) SL 
a.llows t80 manipulate “object identifiers” since it is 
based on an object-based model while [AV89] used the 
relational model and operations focus on tuple ma- 
nipulations. For example, the operator create of SL 
always creates an object with an identifier, but the 
opera.tor insert of [AVSS] creates a tuple only when 
t.hr t.uple is not in the database. (2) ST, has two new 
oprrat.ors. specialize and generalize, to support 
object migration. 
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An atomic con&lion is in one of the following 
forms: ‘A=a,’ ‘A#a,’ ( ,4=x,’ or ‘A#G,’ where A E A 
is an att,ribute, a E N a const,ant, and t E V a vari- 
able. A condiiion is a set. of at.olnic condit,ions. Let r 
be a. condit’ion. r is grou,,,f if it, dots not. cant ain any 
variables. D4r1c Atl( I’) = {A E A 1 ,,I appears in I’}, 
For A E Att(l‘), A is definedin I‘ if ,4=s E I’ for SOIIIC 

s E v UN. Let At&f(r) = (‘4 ) ;I is defined in r). 

Let L) = (C,isa,A) be a dat,abase schema and 
d = (O,a,Oi) E iUSt(D). SUppOSe P E C is a Class 
and r is a ground condit,ion wit811 Aft(r) E A’(P). 
For each oh,jact, o E o(P), t,ht> 1101 ion of L’o snlrsfics I”’ 
is defined in the natural manner. Dcfinc ,Snl(T’, d, i’) 
= { 0 E o(P) 1 0 satisfies r} , 

Intuitively, an “atomic update” with respect to 
some database schema is an operation on instances 

of the schema which satGsfies some syntactic restric- 

t,ions. A “transact,ion” is then a sequence of at,omic 

updates. 

Definition: Let D = (C, isa, A) be a data.basc 
schema. An niomic updaic on I) is an expression in 
one of the following forms: (The names are t,he ini- 
tials of “create,” “delete,” “modify,” “generalize,” and 
“specialize.“) 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

c( P, I’), where P E C is an isa-root, r is H rontli- 
tion, and Atl(T) = ,4/ldef(I’) = A(!‘); 

d(P, I‘), where P E C is an isa-root, r is a condi- 

tion, and AU(r) E A(P): 

m(P,r, r’), where P E C, T,r’ are conditions, 

Atl(r),All(r’)CA’(r), and All,j,f(r’)=Atl(I”); 
g(P, r), where P E C is not. an isa-root.. r is a 
condition, and At/(r) C A*( I’); 

s( P, Q, I’, r’), where I’, Q E C. Q isa P, I’, r’ arr 
conditions, Af.f(I‘) C A’(P), and ,4tr,,~(I") = 

Att(r’) = A*(Q) - A’(P). 

An atomic update is groloidif I’ (a.nd I”) are ground. 

Definition: Let D = (C, im, A) be a dal,aba.se 
schema. A lrnnaaclion T on 11 is a. SPC~IIPI~CC O1 ; . . . . O,, , 

where n, > 0 and Oi is an ai’omic upda.te for each 

i E [l..n.]. T is groundif Bi is ground for each i E [I ,.n], 
A transaction schema is a finit>c set, of t,ransactions. 

In the following, we informally describe t,he seman- 
tics of atomic updates. Generally, the semantics of 
ea.ch updat,e is a mapping on in&(D). We first COII- 

sider ground t#ransactions. If t Iif> cnntlit.ions a.re not 
sa.tisfiahle, then the atomic updat)c yields 1 he iden- 

tity mapping. Now suppose condit.ion(s) art’ sat,isfi- 
able and d = (0, a, Oi) E i??Sl( D). 

1. [4eu]v) = ( ~‘,a’, oi+l) where o’ adds the 
new object’ oi to class P, whosr att’ribut.c values 
are assigned by I’. 

[d(P, I’)](d) = (o’, a’, oi) where o’ deletes all ob- 
. . 

~~~~,‘~,~~~~~~~‘~~~~~o~~ where the attribute 
values of objects in &(I’,d,P) are changed ac- 
cording to r’. 

(rgvwJp) = ( o’, a’, oi) where o’ removes all 
objects in S&(r, d, P) from P and its subclasses. 
Since P is not an isa-root, the objects are not 
completely deleted from d. 

[scp, a r, NJ(d) = ( o’, a’, oi) where o’ adds to 
class Q all objects in S&(I’, d, P) but not in class 
Q, whose new attribute values are assigned by I”. 

Definition: The semantics of a ground transaction 
1; . . . . B,, on D is a mapping on in&(D) defined 

~Y~~J = pJj 0.. .o[S,], where fog(+) = g(f(t)). 

An assignment is a mapping from V to U, i.e., 
from variables to constants. In general, a transac- 
tion T ma.y contain variables. We also denote 2’ a8 

T(sl , . . . . x,)) if 21, ..,, z, are all variables occurring in 
T. If o is an assignment, T[cr] is the transaction ob- 
t,ained from T by substit,uting all occurrences of each 
variable z by a(x). Thus, T[cr] is a ground transac- 
tion. 

Definition: The semantics of a transaction T(+l, . . . . 
rT,) is a. ma.pping from Rssignments to ma pin 8 on 
ivsl( D) defiucd by: [T(ol, . . ..a.)D(a) = T[cu] If !ll for 
all assigltnicn18s N. 

3 Object Migration 

In this section, we initiate the theoretical study on 
migrat.ion pat,tcrns in object,-based models. We first 

introduce the not,ion of migration patterns and four 

kinds of invent,ory. A new type of dynamic constraints 
is then defined. As the main result of the section, The- 
orem (Theorem 3.7) states that the set of migration 
patterns of SL transaction schema is always a regu- 
lar set, and conversely, every regular set of migration 

pat,terns can be “simulated” by some SL transaction 

schema. 

We begin with the following informal discussion. 
Within a class hierarchy, an object can belong simul- 

taneously to a set of classes, called its “role set,” and 
ca.n migrate to a different role set. The sequence of 

role set.s in t.he object’s life span is its “migration pat- 

t)ern.” For example, an object residing in classes PER- 
SON and STUDENT plays roles both as a person 

and as a st.udent. If the object is added into EM- 
PLOYEE and deleted from STUDENT, its role set 

is changed to {PERSON, EMPLOYEE}. One possi- 
ble migrat.ion pattern for this object is from (PER- 
SOh’, !$‘I-IIDENT} to {PERSON, EMPLOYEE} to 
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{PERSON}. A “migration inventory,” which is a set 
of migration patterns, restric,ts the patterns t,hrough 
which objects can migrate. Here we view each migra- 

tion inventory a.9 a dynamir const,raint, on dat.aha.se 
updates. Our focus is to st.udy the relat.ionship ba- 
tween transaction schemas and migrat,ion invent,ories. 
the essential problem is to characterize migration in- 
ventories of transactlion schema. 

To simplify the formal presentat,ion, we assume 
in this section that the sc.herna graphs are weakly 

connected. This is because operations in ST, on one 
class do not depend on the contents of other 1111re- 
lated classes, and objects cannot, migrate t,o cla.sses 
which are not weakly connected, The a.ssumption is 
similar to focusing on a single relation in [AV89] and 
will be relaxed when we consider richer languages in 
Section 4. 

Definition: A role set w on a tlat.ahnse srhonla I) = 
(C,isa, A) is a subset w of C such (,hat. for ra.ch class 
P E w, all ancestors of P are also in w, i.e., {Q E C ] P 
isa* Q} 2 w. The emply role set, is denoted by wd. 
The set of all role sets on D is denoted by R. The set of 
non-empty role sets is denoted by R+ (= R - (wb}). 

Example 3.1: Consider t,he dat#abase schlama shown 
in Example 2.1. The set of role sP1,s is (~6, (G). (S), 
(E), (SE), (P)} where (G) means {GRAD-ASSlsST}, 

“., (SE) means {STRIDENT, EMPLOI’EE}, etc. In 
the instance shown in Figure 2, t.he role sets of o1,04, 
and og are (G), (SE), and (P) (respectively). 0 

Let d = (o,a,oi) be a.n inshncc of D. For each 
object o define RoleSe/.(o, d) = {P 1 o E o( F’)}. Not,? 
thab if o does not occur in d, RokSct(o,d) = ~4. ‘The 
following fact, states that, the t,wo operations 8 and g 
are sufficient t#o migrate objects between role sets. 

Proposition 3.2: Let D be a dat#abase schema and 
wl,w2 E 0+ two nonempty role set’s on D. There 
is a ground transaction T consisting of only (8, g}- 
operations such that if d E ins2( D) and o E 0 wit.h 
RoleSet(o, d) = ~1, then R,ojeSet!t(o,rr](d)) = ~2. 0 

We now consider object migration patterns, i.e., 
sequences of role sets t.hrough which objects can pass 
in their life cycles, in the context of a given t.rans;lct,ion 
schema, Migrat.ion pat,terus RI’C vic~wcd as words over 
t,he alphabet R. In this study, w(\ focus on patterns 
st,arting from t’he empt#y database (fl, Q),o,). In gfancral, 
a migrat.ion pattern of an object, may st,arb with an 
element in’ w; (before being crea.ted), be followed by 
an element in s2; (while in dat,abase), and end in a.11 
element in wz again (after bring deleled). 

‘We also use regular expressions to denctitr languagrs. 

Definition: Suppose D ii a schema and Q the set, 
of all role sets on D. An objecl migration pattern is a 
word over R which is ir. the set w;Q;w;. 

An object migradion inventory is a set L of migration 
pat#terns such that INIT C L, where INIT = 
{z ( 3y E R’, EY E L} is the set of initial words of L. 

Example 3.3: Consider Example 3.1, Suppose that 
each person will live through exactly one continuous 
time period as a student, perhaps receive assistant- 
ships from some point on, and eventually be employed. 
This can be expressed as a migration inventory: 
INIT( L) where2 L = w~[P]‘[S]*[G]‘[E]+[P]*w;. 0 

Before we define the notion of a transaction schema 
“satisfying” a migration inventory, we discuss two or- 
thogonal decisions that allow us tostudy four different 
kinds of migration patterns: laziness and immediate 
st,art. 

Laziness concerns whether consecutively repeated 
role sets are included or not. In reality an object 
may not migrate or even be updated frequently. Lazy 
patterns discard all consecutively repeated role sets. 
Formally, we define the function (‘r’emove ‘r’epeabs) 
frr : c-l* - R’ as3: (1) frr(A) = A; (2) f&a) = a if 
n E R; (3) frr(uma) = f,,(w) if a E fl and w E ST; 
and (4) f,.r(~r~b) = fr,(wa)b if 0, b c R, w E Sz’, and 
a # b. 

Immediate-start patterns are patterns of those ob- 
jects which are created by the first transaction exe- 
cuted. Thus, the first role set is not empty, 

Definition: Suppose D is a schema, Q the set of all 
role MS on D, and UJ is a migration pattern. Then, w 
is nonlazy and delay start If frr(w) = w, w is called 
lazy. If w E n;w;, w is called immediate start An 
inventory L is lazy (nonlazy) and/or immediate (delay) 
s!ad if L is a set of lazy (nonlazy) and/or immediaie 

(delay) slati patterns. 

Example 3.4: Continuing from Example 3.1, (P)(S) 
(G)(E) is a lazy and immediate-start object rnigra- 
tion pattern. (P)(S)(S)(S)(G)(G) is an immediate- 
start but not lazy migration pattern. Also, w9w6 
(P)(P)(P)(S) is neither lazy nor immediate start. 

Let I, = {(PNS)‘YG)m(E)L(P) I n,m,k 2 11. 
Then INIT is an (immediate-start) migration in- 
vrntw. fdlNlT(L)) = {P), P)(S), (P)(S)(G), 
(P)(S)(G)(E), (P)(S) (G)(E)(P)} is a lazy migration 
inventory. 0 

Example 3.5: In concurrent programming, opera- 
tions on shared resources are synchronized to ensure 

'Q+ = ao’. 

“A ia the empty word. 
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Figure 3: A Class Hierarchy for Four Operations 

correctness. One synchronization mechanism is to as- 
sociate with each resource a “path espression”, which 
are regular expressions (over t.hc set of available op- 

era.tions) [CHi4]. Int,uitively. path cxprrssioris spt>c’ify 
the order in which operat,ions can IV executrd with- 

out. causing inconsistency of resources. The following 

illustrat,es that, the path expressions are a special case 

of inventories. 

Suppose B is an abstract, data type with four op- 

erations p,q, r, and s. Using a schrma (Figure 3) 
to rcprcsent’ four opera.t.ions hy follr ~~~l~classrs of t hc 

root, each pal,h expression is “collwrt cd” into a mi- 
gration inventory in the naf,ural fashion. For cx- 
ample, suppose (p(q U r)s)* is a. pat8h rxprrssion of 
the four operations. Tlien, tlir\ nonlazy invenbory 
L = ZNZT(w~~(p(qU~~)s)* .wG) sl~Pcifits the restriction 
that each transaction which simulates one operat,ion 
has to obey the path expression. 0 

Definition: Let T be a transaction schema on a 

database schema D. An (objjcci) migtatzon pattern of 
T is an element, WI . . wn in US . n; I US wit.11 the 

following pr0pert.y: 

1. n 10; and 

2. 3o~O,Tl , . . . . T, E T, and a.ssignn1ent.s al, ,.., LY,~ 
such that RoleSet(o,d;) = in; for i E [l..n], where 

do = (8,0,0l) and di = ~Ti[wi]JJ(d;-l) for i E 

[l..n]. 

The migration inventory gcnernlrd by T, denokd 
C(T), is the set of all migratSion pnt,terns of T. 

A migration pat,tern of T is imm.edinlc start if it is 
an element of a; . u;. A( n immetliatSe-start) migra- 
tion pattern u of T is lnzy if u = frr(u’) for some 
(immediate-starl) migration pa.ttern u’ of T. 

The immediate-sta.rt, invent(ory gcneratcd by T, de- 

noted L,,,,,(T), is t,hc set, of all imnlctliat.c-sl,R,rl, rni- 
grat.ion pat,terns of T. The lazy (or lazy and immr- 
diat,e-start) migra.t.ion invcnt.ory grucro/rd By T is 

C’a”y(T) = .frr(C(T)) (or C$~(T) = .frr(~imm(T))). 

The semantSics of the new family of dynamic con- 

straints is now defined as follows: 

proceedings of the 17th International 
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Definition: Let T be a transaction schema over a 
database schema D and L a migration inventory over 

D. T is sound wrt L if L(T) s L; T is complete 
wrt L if L C C(T). T is sound [complete] under lazy 
(immediate-start) patterns wrt L if L is lazy (imme- 
diate start,) and t,he lazy (immediate-start) inventory 
generated by T is contained in [contains] L. 

Example 3.6: Consider the database schema shown 
in Figure 3 and the regular expression p(qqp)*, where 
p (q) is a role set containing a singleton class p (q). 
Further let L = ZNZT(wip(qqp)‘w;). L is now a (non- 
la.zy and delay-st,art) migration inventory, 

We can design a t,ransaction schema T to gener- 
at,e t,he inventory L. Specifically, T contains a single 

transaction: T(x) = TO(~); Tl(z); Tz; Ts; G(t), where 

To(t) = m(q, {Ax, B=t}, {A=d});d(R,@, 

T,(z) = g(q, {A = c, B#z));m(& {A=cl, {A=a)); 
SC&P, {A=4 01, 

T, = m(q, {,4=b}, {,4x}), 

7j =g(p,{A=n});s(R,q,{A=a},0); 

m(q, {A=a), {A=b)), 
TJE) = c( 12, (A =a, B=x}); s(R,p, {A=a}, 0). 

Here (7, b, c, d are constants in U. They are used to 
“cont.rol” migration of objects. Intuitively, the trans- 
action T4 will create an object in the class p. The 
tra.nsaction T3 will migrat,e object(s) in the class p to 
q and Tz will let, object(s) stay in q, Transaction TI 

will finally migra.te those objects whose attribute B 

va.lues are not t top to enter another migration cycle. 
For those objects having 2: as their value for attribute 
B, the transaction To simply deletes them from the 
database. The parameter 2 is used to “randomly” de- 
termine whether objects will continue to migrate or to 
be delet,ed. 0 

We now present the main theorem which states 
that inventories of SL transaction schemas are regular. 

Theorem 3.7: Let D be a database schema and 52 

t,he set of role sets on D. 

1. For any transaction schema T: 

(a) C(T), Cimm(T), ,‘a”Y(T), and L::;(T) are 
all regular. 

(h) C(T) = u(;, * Ci,,(T). 

2. For evt’ry regular set, L C Sl;, there is a transac- 
t.ion schema T such t,hat f,(T) = ~~~ZNIT(LU~). 

Corollary 3.8: It is decidable whether a given trans- 

act.ion schema is sound (complete) wrt a given migra- 
tion inventory represented by a regular expression. 0 
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Define a funct,ion (mmove empt.y initiad) fvpi : 

Q’ * R’ M: fpei(Wl...Wn) = Wk . ..W., wht=Te k > 1, 

wh # wd, and for i E [l..lc - I], wi = wm. 

Corollary 3.9: (1) ,‘azy(T) = f,,(W)). (2) 
Cr’Z(‘JJ) = .frr(Cimm(T))- (3) Citntn(T) = frel(C(T)). 
(4) C;:;(T) = f~ei(C’azy(T)). O 

In other words, the diagram commut~cs: 

C(T) h+ @“y(T) 

/rci 1 1 hei 

Cimm(T) k LIE:(T) 

The remainder of the section is devoted to the dis- 
cussion on the proof of Theorem 3.7. DIJCT to spa.w 

limitation, only a sketch is prrscnted. 

For Part 2, it can be shown by induct,ion t.ha.t a 
“migration graph” can be const,ruct,ed from a given 
regular expression. Informally, a rnigralion grnph is 
a dire&d graph with a distinct, source and sink such 
that the source and sink are labrlled by wd and t,he 

rest vertices are labelled by nw1rmpl.y roil s&. Grn- 

eralizing t,hc a.rgument in Exa.mplr 3.6 it is straight,- 

forward to prove that a single trw.nsa.rt,ion can he con- 
structed which generates the invcnt,ory from the mi- 
gration graph. 

The proof of Part 1 involves constructing a migrsG 
tion graph for T. In the following, we first. show l.hat. 
objects in da.t.abases behave indrprndmt,ly as far as 
updates in SL a.re concerned; a.nd then prwrnt. 1.k 
main steps of constructing t,he migration gra.ph. 

Let D = (C,isa, A) be a schema, d = (o,a, oi) E 
in&(D), and I c 0 be finite. The resf,ri&on of d 
onto I, denoted by dll, is a.n instance of D: d(, = 

(O’,d, Oi), where for each P E C, o’(P) = o(P) n I 
and a’= {((P,o,A),a) E a 1 o E I}. 

Lemma 3.10: If d E insl(D), T is a ground t*rans- 
action, and I C CJ such that every object in 2 appears 
in d, then [TI(dl,) = ([T](d))/,. tl 

Since each object behaves indeprndently of t,he 

others, it is easy to see tha.t if an object. o has a mi- 
gration pattern w:u generated by a sequence of t,rans- 
actions Tl , . . . . T,, (wit,h assignments ~1, ,.,, n,,) where 
n 2 i, t,hen t,he sequence of transactions Ti+l 1 ..,, 7; 

will generate the migration pat.tr:rn u for some object 
0’. Thus, Part l(b) holds. Furt8harmore, the subse- 
quence of all transactions in 7’1 1 . . . . T,, which rhangwl 

t,he role set, of o generates the lazy migrat~ion pat,trrn 
fr,.(w$u). Hence, Corollary 3.9 follows. Consequen181y, 
if Ci,,(T) is regular, then l(T) is rrgular. Sinec thr 
family of regular sets is closed under homomorphism 
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[Har78], &““Y(T) and C::;(T) are also regular. It 
rema.ins to be shown that Limm(T) is indeed regular. 

Lemma 3.10 allows to focus on each individual ob- 
ject when studying migration patterns. To construct 
the migration graph, we extend the notion of “hy- 
perplane” [AV89] to partition the object space (with 
respect to role sets and attribute values) so that el- 
ements in the same subspace are not distinguishable 
by T. Now suppose S = {Al, . . . . An} is a set of at- 
tributes and C = {al, . . . . a~} is a set of constants. 
The partition nc(S) is obtained through the follow- 
ing procedure. 

First, define a hyperplane on S wrt C to be a condi- 
tion {[I, . . . . &,}, where Vi E [l..n],& E {(Ai=al), . . . . 

(ddi=a~), (Ai#al, .-at a,)}}. 

Let, I’ to be a hyperplane. Define Att#(I’) = {A 1 

(A#Q, SQ.1 a,) E I’} and Er = {(A, A’) 1 A,A’ E 
All+(r) h A # A’}. For each r C Er, let T* de- 
note the reflexive and transitive closure of r (relative 
to Atl#(I’)). Define an equivalence relation on r’s: 

ZrTaiffi =r;. 
:Lpartition ([P*] 

If AU+(r) is nonempty, ir yields 
) , . ..? [T;)} and r is partitioned further 

inI,o {(r, [?$I) 1 j E [l..k]). Otherwise, I’ is not par- 
titioned and it is also denoted as (r,0) for technical 
convenience. 

Now let RC(S) = {(I’, [r’]) 1 a hyperplane and P s 
Er or r* = S}. 

Let, Att(u) be the set of all attributes defined on 
classes in a role set, w. Suppose C contains exactly 
all const’ant#s in T. Define VT = {(w,p) 1 w E n+,p E 

nc(Mw))}. 

Given 21 = (w,(I’,[r*])) E VT, for an object o oc- 
curring in a database d, o matches v if RoleSet(o, d) = 
w, o b I’, and the attributes whose value is not in C 
sa.tisfies the equality relation r*. It is obvious that 
every object of d matches exactly one tt in VT. 

Lemma 3.11: Let zll = (~1, (rl, [(I)) and 21~ = 
(~2, (h [r;])) b t e wo vertices in VT. It can be decided 
if there exist a database instance d consisting of a 
single object o matching ~1, an assi 
t,ransaction T E T such t,hat4 (rT[a] % 

nment cy, and a 
(0) matches 02. 

Proof: (Sketch) We first construct an object o such 
t,hat its role set is w1 and its attribute values satisfy 
r1 and r; with new values for attribute in A&(r). 

Claim: There exist a database instance containing 
o which matches v1 and an assignment Q such that 
rr[a](o)l] mat,ches t+ iff there exists an assignment 
N’ such t,hat. [Z’[U’](O~)~ matches ~2. 

4[T[~]](o) denotes the object in the output. 
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The if part is trivial. For the only if part, sup- 
pose there exist a d and IY which satisfy the above 
conditions. Since both o, 01 mat.ch I)] 1 there is a. iso- 
morphism p between o,ol. Wr now define I’ = 
p(a(t)) if a(z) = 0.A f or some at t,ril)ut,e A and a 
new value otherwise, such that. Va,y, N(.Z = N y) iff 
a’(x) = a’(y). It can then he shown that, T(N’] iI ‘n (ol) 
matches ~2. 

By the above claim, only finit,e number of as- 
signments need to be exnminpd. The clrcidabilit~y rc- 
sult follows easily. 0 

Define E = {(u, u) 1 there exist, a dnl.ahnsr rl con- 
taining an object o matching 11, an assignment, a a.nd A, 

transaction T E T, such that [T[c~)a(o) matches v}. 
The edges of the migration graph to be const8ructed 

include E and also the edges corresponding t,o oh- 
ject creations and deleteions. Sinre t,hr construct,ions 

for these cases are similar t,o the cast’ discussed, we 

leave out the constructsion (dct.a.iIs in full paper), T,ct 

o,, 01 be two distinct vert.ices rppresenf.ing t,he source 

and the sink and E’ the set. of edges ema.nating from 
V, to VT and fro111 VT h 112. Fina.lly, the graph 
G = (VT U {v,, vt}, E U E’, LabpI) is the migrat,ion 
graph of T, where Label assigns wg t,o 71~) IJ~ and w to 

(w,P> E VT- 

Using an induct,ion, it, can bc shown tJhat,: 

Lemma 3.12: (1) Let G be the constructed migr% 
tion graph and o E 0. Then t,he migration pattern of 

0 is w$ a paI where pa iS a walk” in G st*art.ing from u,, 

(2) If vd has at. lea& one out#going edge? t.hen for 
each wa.lk V, = IJO, . . ..?I., each o E U, t.hcre exist, 
m 2 0, a.ssignment,s a\, . . . . CY:, , 01 1 ,.., (2,) and t.rans- 
actions 7’[, . ..! T&, Tl, . . . . ‘I’,, E T such t,hat, if 

d = ET;(a’,]; . . ..T.&[N;,]]((~, 0, o,),, 

then o does not occur in d and for each i E [l,.n.], 

@T,[N~];. . ;T,[ui]D(d))l(.) mat.ches I!;. 0 

From the above lemma, it’ is st,ra.igl,t,forwnr(l t#hat 

the pa.tterns in fZimn1 (T) is the set of all walks st.a.rt.ing 

from v, in G. It, is t,hen easy t.o construct from G a. 
regular grammar corresponding to all walks departring 
from v,. This concludes t,he proof of Theorem 3.7. 

4 Extended Languages 

We consider two extensions to SL, which has the abil- 
ity t,o test before executing an update. We informally 
describe t.he la.nguages first. and t,hcn state bhe results. 
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Let D be a database schema. A positive literal 

(negative literal) is of form ‘P(r)’ (‘,P(I’)‘), where P 
is a class in D and r a condition such that Att(l”) s 
A’(P). A literal is either a positive literal or a negs 
t)ivc lit,eral. For a.ny d E in&(D), satisfaction of liter- 
als is defined in the natural manner. 

A conditional update is of the form: ‘61, . . . . 6, -* 0,’ 
where n 2 1, &‘s are literals, and 0 is an atomic up- 
date. The conditional update is positive if 6i’s are pas- 

itive. The semantics is defined in the natural fashion: 
t,he a.tomic updat,e is executed if all literals are satis- 
fied. Note t,ha.t they are restricted conditionals since 
varia.blrs local to a condit,ional are not allowed. A CSL 
(CSL+) t*ransaction is a sequence of (positive) condi- 
tional or atomic updates. A CSL (CSL+) transaction 
schema is a finite set of CSL (CSL+) transactions. 

In CSL+ (CSL), isolated classes in a schema can 

bc “connect,ed” by t,est,ing literals, so results similar 
to Lemma 3.10 do not. hold. Thus, weak connectiv- 

it.y of schema. is not, assumed. However, we still focus 

on migration patterns with respect to some weakly 

connected component. In the formal framework, we 
extend the relevant definitions. For example, if D 
is a database schema, a role set must be a subset 
of a weakly-connected component; if G is a weakly- 
connected component, Rc denotes all nonempty role 
sets on G. If T is a transaction schema, C(T, G) de- 

notes C(T) n w; . $2;: . wi. 

Theorem 4.1: For a CSL+ (CSL) transaction schema 

T, C(T), Ci,,(T), Cla”J’(T), and C;::(T) are r.e. 

Proof: We consider only C(T), the other cases leav- 
ing similar. Notice that in&(D) is r.e., the number of 
variables in T is finite, and for each d E inst(D) there 
are only finitely many assignments which are not iso- 

morphic to each other. It is easy to construct a Turing 

machine M which checks if a pattern is in t(T). 0 

Theorem 4.2: If D be a schema containing at least 

two weakly-connected components G, S, where S has 
at, least four attributes, then, for each r.e. set L 2 sZ&: 

1. 

2. 
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there exists a CSL+ (CSL) transaction schema 

T such that. t(T,G) = wz . ZZVZT(L s ws) and 

C’““Y(T, G) = w1 . f,.,(ZNZT(L 0~;)); 

if G has at least two classes then there ex- 
ists a CSL+ (CSL) transaction schema T such 

that {wiwz}-‘Ci,,(T,G) = ZNZT(L * w;) and 

{w~w~)-~C~~~(T,G) = f,,(ZNZT(L a w,$)) for 

some wI,wz E s2~, where X”Y is the left quo- 
t,ient, [Har78] of Y by X. 
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Corollary 4.3: There exist non-recursive migration 
inventories for CSI,+ (CSL) I ransitct,ion schcmas. 0 

Corollary 4.4: There is so11~ illvf~tit.ory I, sllch 
that, it is not, dt~cidablc if a (‘Sl,+ ((%I,) transact iotIs 

schenia is sound (complete) wrl I,. Cl 

The proof of Theorelnd.2 is basctl on sirnulaling 
Turing machines. The objcct.s in class S will holcl 
an encoding of a Turing cc~tnput.~~,ion. There are 
t,ransact,ions I.o gcncrittr an iliplll word, silnlllat,c‘ cnc.11 
move, and if t,llc colnplll,a.l.ion hnlls. rrc>atf‘ an ol~,jt~rt in 

classes in G and migrate il. acrorrliilg (0 t.hr ~rr~~plc~rl 
word. When wc considf:r il~llllc~(liit.l~~-sI art, pal t c’rns, df 
is used while simula(.ing comput,atiolls. If the campu- 
tat,ion halt,s, dz se& a mark and t)hp pa.t t.rrn is t hrn 
produced. Thus, earh word in thr r.c. set, is produced 
wit.h a padding. What if pa(l(ling is not allowe~l? ‘1’1~~ 
exact cllaract~rrixxt.iorls art’ rciiiain opc~il at I Itis point. 

The following Ihcorcln parl.inlly qnswors t 11~ (Illt’.‘;t i[jtl. 

The proof IISCS Grcibach nornlal forms, wll<\rr% Mach 

applicat8ion of a product ion gc:ncra.lc>s at least8 one t,cr- 

minal -.- a “real I1ime” property that, CSL+ (CSL) 

t,ransactions can simillate. 

5 Applications 

We now illustrate through two c~xamplcs IIOW l,lw wch- 

niqucs and rc‘sults obtained hrrf> can hc applicci t*o 
many pract.ical probloins. Thr two ~xatnplt~s are nlo- 

tivated by t,he INSYDE model [KMXS] and scripts in 
t,he TAXIS dat,a model [MRWPC), NC‘L+87]. The cs- 
sent,ia.l ingrctlient. in bol h franlt>works is to illt rodlIce 
a precedt>nct> rrla1.ion ovfy i~prlalt~ t ri\ilhactiws. 

Definition: An SI, (c’sI,+. C’Sl,) i?~,flOlI’ .sfhrT~~fl 

over a schema. D is a pair Tlnf = (T, F:), whcrp T 

is an ST, (CSI,+, CSL) transact.ion schema on D and 

ECTxT. 

A sequence of t’ransactions T,, . . . . T,, is well-fountdun- 

der T”lf if Ti’s are in T anIl (r,, T,+l) E I1 for c>arIl 

i E [l..(n - l)]. 

It turns out that, this preccdcncr rela.tion dots not 
increase expressive power in t’erms of producing mi- 
gration patterns. 

Theorem 5.1: The invent oritas of SL (CSI,+ , CSL) 
inflow schema-~ correspond to Irglllar (r.c.) srts (rc- 

spectively). 
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Within this framework, it is interesting to answer 
quest.ions such as “will a student currently majoring 
in hist.ory work in business office with salary >_ 35K 

in t hr future?” and “will an airplane which belongs to 
(‘nitc>d Airlines he in t,hc repair depot at, Los Angeles 
lntc>rnational Airport?” In some situations such infor- 
mation can be used to detect mistakes in the data to 
he added into a database. 

Example 5.2: Consid~~r a database used by an office 

of Inlnligrat.ion Service in country X. According to the 
illlnligrat.ion law, before a person entering the coun- 
fry wit.11 a type c’ visa can be allowed to immigrate, 

s/he has to go back to his/her own country (defined 
as the country s/he was a citizen of just before s/he 
entered the country X) and stay for at least 3 years. 
The t.ransactions designed for this application have to 
g”ara,nt,ee t,ha.t, no one can dzrecily change his/her sQa- 
tlis frown visa t.ypc C: to all immigrant. 0 

For a cla,ss P, a properly on P is a set of formu1a.s 

of form “A=a” or “A=B,” where A, B E A*(P) are 
att#ributes and (1 E U a constant. 

Rcachabili~y Problem: Given a database schema 
I>. RII inflow schcnra T’r’f, clases P, Q, and proper- 
I i(‘s pI , /)a OII P, Q (respect ivrly), for any d E inst( D) 
which ront#ains an object, o in class P satisfying ~1~ 
can D be updated by a well-formed sequence of trans- 
actions to class Q with property pz? 

Theorem 5.3: Reachabilit,y is decidable for SL in- 

flow schemas a.nd undecidable for CSL+ (CSL) inflow 

sct1ema.s. 0 

The precedence relat,ion on transactions is some- 
Gmes unnatural. We can also refine it to specify the 

order on updat.es for each object, motivated by scripts 
in TAXIS. Synta.ctically, a script schema is the same 
a.s an inflow scht\ma. Sema.nticatly, the ordering is in- 
tcrprcjted globally for inflow schemas but at the level 

of ohj&t,s for script, schemas (details in full paper). It 

is not hard to see that the above results can basically 

be translated into this framework. For example, we 

can show that: 

Theorem 5.4: The reachability problem is decid- 
able for SL script schemas and undecidable for CSL+ 

(CSL) script schemas: 0 
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